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We do love our maples here in North Texas in all the four seasons, which are:

early summer, mid summer, late summer, and next summer. That sums up the

climate pretty well, but the growing season also means early and late freezes, strong

hot winds, destructive violent storms with occasional long periods of flooding rains.

So mostly it's long periods of cloudless summer droughts with low humidity and

the highest night time temperatures on the continent.  Most soils are black alkaline

clay or white caliche1, but I did my research and located in an area of slightly acidic

sandy loam. The native trees are primarily several kinds of oak, hackberry,

cottonwood, pecan, and a couple of elms, and you won't find many more of them

west of here until you get to California. The only native maples in these conditions

are Acer negundo and an isolated sugar maple, Acer saccharum ssp.

grandidentatum. The good news is that many maples can be successfully grown if

sited properly and irrigated. It is a challenge growing maples in North Texas but

that is part of the fun.

The first step is to choose your site and then select a tree that is hardy and

grows well in that site. In my climate I would add about 10 degrees Fahrenheit to

the tree's hardiness rating to allow for those sudden early, or late freezes. There are

some maples from high altitudes that go into permanent dormancy in my summer

and also some maples from mild summers that do not like it here, but there are

probably more than fifty maple species that could be grown. You can see many

mature species at the Stephen F. Austin University in Nacogdoches, Texas. If you

learn the conditions where your maple is native, you can then try to recreate those

conditions as closely as possible. For most maple species that is usually shade to

simulate clouds and reduce summer heat loads, and irrigation to simulate rain.

Overstory trees also help in dealing with sudden temperature changes, slowing

down the hot winds, and softening the blow of hail stones that can be as big as

oranges. The drawbacks are limbs that can come crashing down, and some root

competition.

While shade helps us in growing a lot of maples, if shade is defined as cooler,

then in Texas there is no such thing as shade. It is common to have 30 days, or more,

of 100 degree Fahrenheit highs (37.8°C) in summer with night time temperatures

only cooling to 80°F (26.7°C) for a short time at sunrise before it starts heading up

again. In our record hot summer of 2011, I had 75 days over 100 degrees and the

average high was 103.7°F (39.8°C). The record high has been 113°F (45°C).

1 Caliche is a sedimentary rock, a hardened natural cement of calcium carbonate that binds other

materials—such as gravel, sand, clay, and silt. Source: Wikipedia.
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To grow a nice specimen don't crowd them, make sure there is even light on

all sides of your tree to prevent lop-sided growth, and plant them where they have

plenty of soil for root growth. Maples requiring shade do like morning sun up to

eleven o'clock, or up to two hours of full afternoon sun. They won't grow any faster

with more sun unless special growing techniques are used. It's best to avoid areas

with additional reflected heat. The best maples for shade are the Japanese maples

and for full sun exposure are the Chinese Shantung, Trident, Amur maple, the

native sugar maple, Drummond red maple, and the red and silver hybrids like

'Autumn Blaze'.  The paperbark maples are very nice and easy to grow in part shade,

requiring very little water.  I have not tried all the snake bark maples, but the only

survivor in mostly dry conditions has been Acer capillipes.

The Japanese maples are very adaptable in many ways, except their leaves

never stop losing moisture so will never adapt to a Texas summer without irrigation,

so your site should have a sprinkler system and should be checked often in summer.

During the hottest part of summer they do best with irrigation twice a week. Most

variegated varieties and strap leaves will revert back to the species over time,

however 'Butterfly' and 'Koto no Ito' are some of the exceptions. There is no

substitute for experience in selecting and siting many of the Japanese maples to

optimize their best colors and performance, as some will require more light and

others less. The Shantung maples, Acer truncatum, on the other hand, and the others

Small Japanese maples in production under oaks and maples on

7 December 2015 at Metro Maples, Fort Worth, Texas, U.S.A.
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